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1. Taking the sting out of assessment: is there a role for progress testing?
2. Scoring method of a Situational Judgment Test: influence on internal consistency reliability, adverse impact and correlation with personality?
3. CASPer, an online pre-interview screen for personal/professional characteristics: prediction of national licensure scores
4. Evaluating the complementary roles of an SJT and academic assessment for entry into clinical practice
5. Erratum to: Evaluating the complementary roles of an SJT and academic assessment for entry into clinical practice
6. Impact of vocational interests, previous academic experience, gender and age on Situational Judgement Test performance
7. A research agenda for establishing the validity of non-academic assessments of medical school applicants
8. Analytical Evaluation of the Accuracy and Retention of Compounding Skills Among PharmD Students
9. Peer Evaluation Instrument Development, Administration, and Assessment in a Team-based Learning Curriculum

10. A Call for an Integrated Program of Assessment

11. Rethinking First-Time Pass Rates as an Academic Quality Metric